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In the Company of the Saints
Sant Ajaib Singh Ji
The Par Brahm is Inaccessible and
Unfathomable;
Whosoever repeats His Name gets
liberation.
OD is inaccessible and unfathomable
and His Glory cannot be described.
Whoever remembers Him can get liberation. It doesn't matter whether a person
of low caste is remembering Him or a
person of high caste is remembering
Him-whoever does His devotion always gets liberation. It doesn't even matter if those who do the devotion of God
are born in India or in America. No particular caste or country has any right to
claim the possession of God. Those who
ever do the devotion of God, all have the
right to get liberation.
Nanak requests: Listen, 0 friend!
Do this wonderful story of the
Saints.
In this section of Sukhmani Sahib, the
glory of the Saints is described-and the
glory of the Saints is also indescribable.
As we cannot describe the greatness or
glory of God, in the same way, the greatness of the Saints cannot be described,
because that is also indescribable.
By going in the company of the
Saints, the face becomes bright;
By going in the company of the
Saints, one loses all impurities.
By going in the company of the Saints,
what do we get? Our face becomes bright

and we become pure. Whatever dirt our
soul has from ages and ages, from birth
after birth, that all goes away when we go
into the association of a Saint.
In order to remove the dirt of sins,
people bathe in many holy places-in
rivers, ponds, etc.; but Guru Arjan says
that whether the water is of a pond or of
a river, it can remove only the dirt of the
body and not the dirt of our soul. Only
the Naam, or the company of a Saint,
can remove the dirt of our soul.
Kabir Sahib says, "When you meet the
Saint, all the dirt of your sins is washed
away, and so is the fear of the Negative
Power; because when you bow to the
Saint, all the burden of the sins which
you have on your head falls at the feet of
the Master."

This commentary on Ashtapadi 7 of
Guru Arjan's Sukhmani was given
January 2, 1980, at Sant Bani Ashram,
Rajasthan.

Ordinarily people think of God as
residing in some big church or golden
temple; or they think He is living on the
top of a high mountain or in the depths
of an ocean. But when we give up all our
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By going in the company of the
Saints, the pride vanishes;
By going in the company of the
Saints, the knowledge of God is
manifested.

What is the benefit of the association
with a Saint? By going in the company of
a Saint, the pride and ego vanish from
within. Because of the company of the
Saint, the Light, the Radiance, manifests
within us.
By going in the company of the
Saints, God is seen nearby;
By going in the company of the
Saints, everything is solved.
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searches for God and go in the company
of the Master, Master makes us see God
nearby; he makes us see God within our
own selves. When we go in the company
of a Saint, all the accounts of our karma
are settled and we become free from
them.

sees us and nobody appreciates our being
here."

By going in the company of the
Saints, one gets the jewel of
Naam;
By going in the company of the
Saints, only one effort is left.

What d o we get after going in the company of a Saint? We get that which we
cannot see with these outer eyes, and
which we cannot obtain by ourselves.
Whenever we go in the company of a
Saint, we always gain.

By going t o the Saint we get the Precious
Jewel of Naam, which we cannot obtain
in this world, even if we are ready to pay
any price; because it is a priceless jewel.
We can get it only when we go in the
company of the Saints. And when we go
in their company, we give up all our
other efforts t o realize God and we start
making those efforts of which the Master
tells us.
Which soul can describe the glory of
the Saints?
Nanak says, The Glory of the Saints
is merged in the Glory of God.
No one can ever describe the glory of the
Saint, because the glory of the Saint has
merged in the Glory of God. The people
of this world have no meter by which
they can measure how much the Saint
has merged in God. Tulsi Sahib says, "If
anyone claims that he has recognized the
Saint, or if anyone says that he has
known about the Saint, God forbid-I
touch my ears-because n o one can d o
that." If people had understood the
glory of the Saint, d o you think they
would ever have put Christ on the cross?
People made Guru Arjan Dev -Whose
bani we are reading now-sit on the hot
coals and they put hot sand on His head.
Would they have done that if they had
understood his glory?
Bulleh Shah has said, "Oh Bulleh, we
live in the country of the blind. Nobody
4

By going in the company of the
Saints, one gets the Unseen God;
By going in the company of the
Saints, man ever flourishes.

By going in the company of the
Saints, the five come under control;
By going in the company of the
Saints, one tastes the Nectar.
What is the benefit of keeping the company of the Saint? Lust, anger, greed, attachment and egoism come under our
control. Kabir Sahib says, "By drinking
the mercury of Naam, our mind (which
he calls 'mouth')-has become motionless, with no power in it."
By going in the company of the
Saints, one becomes the dust of
everyone's feet;
By going in the company of the
Saints, one's speech becomes likeable.
By going in the company of Saints, our
mind becomes low, and our bitter words,
which had no humility or sweetness in
them, become sweet.

By going in the company of the
Saints, one does not run anywhere;
By going in the company of the
Saints, the mind gets a stable position.
Whatever time we spend in the company
of the Saint, that is counted in our devotion. And when we go in His company,
our mind which is wandering here and
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there like a deer comes under our control.

By going in the company of the
Saints, one becomes different
from Maya;
Nanak says, By going in the company of the Saints, God is pleased.
By going in the company of the Saint, the
drunkard will stop drinking wine and the
meat-eater give up eating meat. And
when those who are doing bad deeds go
in the company of Saints, they promise
that they will give them up. When we go
in the company of Saints, God becomes
pleased with us because He knows that
now we will definitely remember Him.

By going in the company of the
Saints, all enemies becomefriends;
By going in the company of the
Saints, one becomes very pure.
What is the use of going in the company
of the Saint? All our enemies become our
friends and we see God everywhere. The
company of the Saint is purer than the
purest.

By going in the company of the
Saints, one does not feel enmity
with anyone;
By going in the company of the
Saints, one does not go away
from the good path.

By going in the company of the
Saints, no one is seen as bad;
By going in the company of the
Saints, one gets Supreme joy.
Whenever we go in the company of
Saints, whatever time we spend there, all
that time we gain; we never lose. Only
because we go in Their company, God
knows us and recognizes us. In the
Ramayana it is said, "If one tries to d o
the devotion of Lord Rama without the
company of a Saint and without getting
Naam, Lord Rama doesn't accept that
devotee."

By going in the company of the
Saints, one does not get the fever
(of ego);
By going in the company of the
Saints, one leaves egoism.
The diseases which we have within
ourselves go away when we have the
company of Saints. We are all suffering
from the sweet disease of egoism, and
even that goes away in the company of
Saints.

He Himself knows the greatness of
Saints;
Nanak says, There is close friendship between God and Saints.

People of this world cannot understand
the greatness of the Saint. Only a Saint
Saints don't come in this world to teach can understand His own greatness. The
us enmity. They come here in this world people of the world can only say that the
to do the devotion of God, and to make Master is a pure man, a good man, a holy
us do the devotion of God. Saints are man; they cannot describe Him more
always without enmity, and They have than that because they don't know more
no enemies. Kabir Sahib says, "Many about Him. They cannot understand His
people come to the Saints with bad glory. Only the Master Himself can
thoughts, and many come with good know His own glory, as only God Himthoughts; but Saints always welcome self knows His own Glory. Truly speakboth with the same love and respect, and ing, God Himself takes the form of a
They don't bother about the good and Master, and He comes and dwells among
bad thoughts which people have for us. And that is why only He knows His
Them."
own greatness.
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One should not run away from the
company of the Saints;
One always gets happiness in the
company of the Saints.
We should not give up the company of
the Master, even in the state of forgetfulness; because, in His company, we get
only happiness.

One finds the Unseen things in the
company of the Saints;
One bears the unbearable in the
company of the Saints;
By going in the company of the
Saints, one dwells in the highest
place;
By going in the company of the
Saints, one reaches the palace.
When we go in the company of the
Master, He tells us about our Real
Home, Sach Khand, and he tells us to do
the devotion of the Lord of Sach Khand.
And when we go in His company, we do
the devotion of the Lord of Sach Khand,
and we go back there.

By going in the company of the
Saints, one recognizes all religions;
In the company of the Saints there
is only Par Brahm.
What do we learn after going in the company of a Saint? We understand that all
religions are one; we start loving all the
religions and all the people in this world.
We understand that every religion has
love for God and devotion for God as its
root. We know that when Saints come in
this world, They always understand all
religions as Their own religion and all
castes as Their own caste, and that They
love all religions and all castes.
In the company of the Saints, one
gets the treasure of Naam;
Nanak says, Isacrifice mysevon the
Saints.
What is the most precious thing which we

get after going in the company of the
Master? The most precious gift of
Naam. Which Naam? That Naam Which
has created the entire creation. So the
Guru says, "I sacrifice myself on that
Saint Who has kept that Naam within."

By going in the company of the
Saints, the whole family is liberated;
By going in the company of the
Saints, friends and family relations get liberation.
What is the use of keeping the company
of a Saint? First we ourselves get liberation; then our family gets liberation; and
those who love us, they also get liberation. All those who are attached to us get
liberation.
Kabir Sahib says, "What is the question of getting liberation for our own
self? He who is attached to the Saint can
liberate millions of other people."

By going in the company of the
Saints, one gets that wealth
Which can be distributed to everyone without coming to an end.
What wealth do we get after going in the
company of a Saint? We get the wealth
of Naam, which can never come to an
end; we can give of that wealth to the entire world, and still it will never come to
an end. That is the wealth we get from
the Saint.
Kabir Sahib says, " 0 Kabir, only he is
poor who doesn't have Naam in his
heart."
By going in the company of the
Saints, even Dharam Raj does
seva;
By going in the company of the
Saints, even the gods and angels
sing His praises.
When we go with the Master, and reach
Heaven, even Dharam Rai, the Lord of
Judgment, praises us, and respects us,
SANT BANI

and serves us. He says, "Here is the
blessed one who obeyed the Saint and
who did His devotion, and that is why he
is able to attain this position." Moreover, the god of gods, Lord Indra, also
becomes pleased, also pays homage to
the soul who goes in the company of the
Saint.
By going in the company of the
Saints, the sins disappear;
By going in the company of the
Saints, one sings the praise of the
Nectar.
By going in the company of the Saint, all
of our sins are finished and removed. Kabir Sahib says, "When the Naam is made
to dwell in the heart, all the sins are
finished, just as a heap of dry grass is
burned by one spark of fire."
By going in the company of the
Saints, one goes everywhere;
Nanak says, By going in the company of the Saints, the human
birth becomes successful.
By going in the company of the Saint we
begin to like and have respect for all the
places in this world. And only by going in
the company of the Saint is our birth
counted and our life made successful.
Guru Nanak says, "The life which is lived
without the company of the Saint is useless. "
In the company of the Saints, one
does not have to work hard;
By meeting and seeing Him, one
becomes happy.
When we go to the temple to do the ritual
prayer, we take many things with us:
bells, incense, offerings-and sometimes
we even have to invite priests or chanters
to chant for us-but when we go to be in
the company of the Saints, we don't need
to take anything. We just need to go
there and have darshan. Just the darshan
of the Saint can make our devotion successful.
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By going in the company of the
Saints, the evil Negative Power
gets defeated;
By going in the company of the
Saints, hell is avoided.
By going in the company of the Saint, the
fear which we have of the Negative
Power, Kal, goes away, and the fear of
hell is also avoided.
When King Janak left the body on his
way to his Real Home, He met the Lord
of Judgment and saw many souls suffering in the fire of hell, and he asked "Why
are those souls in such a bad condition?"
The Lord of Judgment replied, "These
souls did very bad deeds when they were
sent in the world, and they are now being
punished." King Janak told the Lord of
Judgment to release them, but the Lord
of Judgment said, "I can release them
only if someone pays for them-for the
bad karmas which they have done." So
King Janak said, "All right; I will pay
you-with my Simran. On one side of
the balance I will put my Simran and on
the other side you put the souls; and you
should release these souls according to
whatever Simran I give you." So King
Janak gave the benefit of the Simran
which he had done for two and a half seconds, and when the souls were weighed,
all the souls from the fire of hell were
released. They were all released. The
Mahatmas have written of this event:
"Hail, hail King Janak!-Who did Simran with discrimination, and by whose
Simran of one moment many sinners
were liberated!"

By going in the company of the
Saints, one lives in ease and peace
in this world as well as in the other
world;
By going in the company of the
Saints, one gets united with the
God from Whom he is separated.
The company of Saints will give hap7

piness in this world because the Saint will
tell us t o refrain from bad deeds and he
will inspire us t o d o meditation. And the
company of the Saint will also be useful
and will give us happiness when we leave
this world and go into the next.

Whatever one desires, he gets;
The company of the Saints does not
go useless.
Whatever desires or worldly wishes we
have, they all get fulfilled-provided
that we go in the company of a Saint and
that we model our life according t o what
the Saint tells us to do. If we maintain
purity and d o all the things H e tells us,
then all our desires and wishes can be
fulfilled. The Saint gives us all we desire
for. Whatever time we spend in His company never goes useless. We always get
some benefit out of it.
The Par Brahm lives in the heart of
the Saints;
Nanak says, One gets liberation by
hearing the Words of the Saints.
God resides in the Saint; that is why the
souls get liberated only by His company.
Kabir Sahib says, "Once my mind became a bird, and flew t o the heavens, but
I didn't find God there, because God was
living with the Saints."
Make me hear the Naam of the Lord
in the company of the Saints;
In the company of the Saints I may
sing the praise of the Lord.
Why d o we have to go in the company of
Saints? S o that we can hear the Shabd
which is coming from Sach Khand and
which is sounding in our forehead.
In the company of the Saints, He
cannot be forgotten;
In the company of the Saints, one
will definitely be liberated.
We don't have to forget the company of
the Saint. We should not make use of His
company in such a way that when we go
8

near him, and sit in His presence, we absorb his darshan, but when we go away
from Him we forget Him. We don't have
to d o that. We should always remember
the company of the Master. With every
single breath we have t o remember the
time which we have spent with Him, and
we have to make His form reside in our
heart.

In the company of the Saints, God
looks very sweet;
In the company of the Saints, He is
seen in every heart.
God, Who we thought was very far
away; God, Whom we didn't love; God,
Whom we never remembered-when we
went in the company of the Saint, we
started feeling that that same God was
very sweet. Now our condition has become such that we d o not want to leave
God, and we always want t o be with
Him.
After keeping the company of the
Saint, we come to know this also: that
God resides everywhere. He resides even
in the animals, even in the birds, in man,
and in all creatures. Guru Nanak said,
"If anybody else had created this world,
then we would have said, 'This is somebody else's.' But when only You have
created all the creatures, and You Yourself are residing everywhere, how can we
say that this one is good, and this one is
not?"
By going in the company of the
Saints, one becomes obedient;
In the company of the Saints is our
liberation.
By going in the company of the Saint, we
develop the habit of obeying the commandments and the habit of remaining
in discipline. We learn a lot from His
company. We learn that we don't have to
eat meat, we don't have to look at anybody else's wife, and we don't have to do
any other bad things. When we develop
SANT BANI

the habit of obeying the commandments
of the Master, and when we always
understand that Master is the Supreme
One and we have to obey Him, then we
get the real understanding. And when we
get the real understanding and follow
our Master, then we get the real peace
and liberation.

By going in the company of the
Saints, all diseases are healed;
Nanak says, One meets the Saints if
it is preordained.
By going in the company of the Saint our
sins from birth after birth-for many,
many births-are all removed and we get
liberation. But we cannot go in the company of the Saint until God writes it in
our fortune; until it is destined. As God
has written six things in our fatehappiness and pain, poverty and richness, good health and bad health-in the
same way if God has written in our fate
that we are destined to go in the company
of the Saint, only then can we go in His
company and benefit from Him. If it is
not written in our fate that we should
meet Him, then no matter if He is born in
our own house or if He is living in our
neighborhood, we will not be able to go
in His company or get any benefit out of
it. So, unless the Almighty God showers
grace on us, and unless He Himself
writes in our fate, "the company of a
Saint,"-we cannot have it.
Not even the Vedas know the greatness of the Saints;
Whatever they have heard, they describe that.
Not even the Vedas can describe the
glory of the Saint. They only describe up
to the Third Plane, up through Brahmand or Trikuti. They d o not know anything about the things beyond that, and
the Saints come from Beyond, so how
can the Vedas know their glory? How
can the person who is standing on the
March 1981

floor know the greatness of the person
who is standing on the roof? That is why
the Vedas cannot know the glory of the
Saints-they don't have access to the
place from where the Saints come.
Many pundits or Vedic scholars come
to debate, and say, "We believe that the
planes up to the Brahm exist, but we
don't believe in the planes which you say
exist beyond Brahm." So the Masters tell
them, "That is all right. At least you
believe in the existence of the planes up
to Brahm. If you want to experience
more, you should go in the company of a
Saint Who will take you above Brahm."

The Glory of the Saints is above the
three qualities;
The Glory of the Saints pervades
everywhere.
A little bit of the greatness of the Saint is
known when we rise above the three
gunas or qualities-tamogun, rajogun,
satogun-and the company of the Saint
is always profitable.

There is no end to the glory of the
Saints;
The glory of the Saints is always
limitless.
We cannot describe the glory of the
Saint; there is no limit to the greatness of
the Saint. Guru Arjan Dev says, "Even if
we call You the Emperor of the Emperor
of the Emperors, still we will not be
praising You enough."

The glory of the Saints is the highest
of the high;
The glory of the Saints is the greatest of the great;
The glory of the Saints is known by
Them alone;
Nanak says, Brothers, there is no
difference between the Saints and
God.
Only the Saint knows the greatness of
the Saint, and there is no difference be9

tween Him and God. Guru Gobind Singh
said, "There is no difference between
God and the beloved of God. I t is just
like a drop of water and the water
itself." Guru Nanak says, "The devotee
of God is exactly like God Himself; you
should not understand Him as a human
being, as there is no difference between
God and His devotees." Just as the

waves rise from the ocean and merge
back in the ocean, in the same way the
devotee comes forth and goes back to
God.
In this section Guru Arjan has described the glory of the Saint by beautifully giving many examples; we should
try to understand this, and we should
also take advantage of His company.

With the Master in Bombay
January 1981
CHRISTOPHER MAcMAHON
can possibly capture
the profound beauty of Sant Ji's
visit t o Bombay this year? For the third
consecutive year Sant Ji has totally transcended all limited conceptions about the
wealth of love which is flowing from His
Heart. Each year I think, "How can the
Master possibly manifest any more love
on this plane?" but of course such ideas
arise only in the heart of one whose cup is
but a tiny thimble in which to receive this
precious gift. Slowly the realization is
dawning that there is absolutely no limit
to what H e can d o in terms of revealing
the glory of love even in this world, what
to say of the more sublime planes of consciousness. All we can d o is go to Him
and humbly pray that we may in some
way be receptive to the Grace which H e
so sweetly showers on us.
So it was that once again H e ordained
that loving souls should be brought together in the midst of a very large, vibrant, and teeming Indian city, to imbibe
profound spiritual truths that help form
the foundation of our lives.
The theme of the Bombay program was
established last summer at Shamaz
Meditation Retreat in California where
we had the opportunity t o seek His advice about the many details of arranging
such a gathering. H e made it clear that
success in such endeavors is largely
dependent upon the spirit of cooperation, harmony, kindness, respect, and
humility that one carries on one's heart
while participating in such programs.
The actual implications of His advice did
not become evident till several months
later when I was personally made aware
of some subtle feelings of self righteousness and coldness I was feeling toward
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two souls that Master had put me together with in Baba Ji's spiritual family.
When through His Grace these feelings
were exposed it became clear that no
matter how perfectly the outer details of
the Program were arranged, if the inner
love, reverence and respect for each
other was in any way obstructed then all
would be lost. His Presence was manifested very powerfully a t that time and it
was only through His Grace that I was
able t o perceive just how much His love
is required at every step of one's life. It
was truly a blessing from Him that the
souls toward whom I had directed these
feelings had within their hearts the spirit
of forgiveness and so a whole new life
was opened u p t o my heart about the
most elementary aspect of the Path,
which relates to the vital need for us all to
have kindness, respect, and love for one
another in His Remembrance. It was not
an easy experience t o pass through because the mind is ever ready to place the
blame on others and it does not want to
recognize that all negative or selfrighteous feelings toward others arise
within one's own heart. In the end one
can only say that without His Love and
Mercy it is not possible to behold one's
own shortcomings and then let go of
them so that the soul may receive the
spiritual treasures of the Divine Life of
which H e is the Perfect Master. Often it
is that H e must bring us t o the point
where we are utterly devastated by the vision of our self-created hell that arises
out of the illusory sense of separateness.
It is only at such times that many of us
are able to see that without that vision of
love that unites us all as children in His
Family, we have nothing to live for. At

such times, an earnest plea comes forth
from the heart for Grace and Mercy and
then He comes and begins to heal the
heart of the disease of egoism. Such experiences seem to arise again and again
throughout one's life until there comes a
day when we are absolutely convinced
that all True Life is a result of Grace and
Mercy and that we of ourselves can do
nothing zt all.
So this was one of the key events that
prepared this soul just a little bit for the
Bombay program. There was a second
event that also had a significant effect on
this soul's experience in Bombay. At
Shamaz Meditation Retreat Sant Ji also
warned us about some things we should
definitely not do and one of these was
that we should not sell any watches, tape
recorders, etc. to the Indian Satsangis.
Well, my mind somehow found a way to
justify bringing certain such items to India to sell to help pay for my air fare. It
presented the most excellent case in its
defense by giving the advice that "Master wasn't really talking to you. You can
sell them outside the Sangat before He
actually comes to Bombay, etc. etc." In
my heart I knew I was committing a very
great act of disobedience, but my mind
so overpowered me that I was paralyzed
by its arguments. Believe it or not, I was
so much under its influence that I could
not do Simran for even a few minutes.
The Simran of wealth almost totally replaced any Simran the soul was trying to
do of the Master, and this condition continued for well over a month. Again it
was a case of being brought to a point
where there is no alternative but to inwardly pray with all one's heart for His
protection. I know now that it was only
His kindness that rescued me at that time
for He removed this obstacle before it actually came into physical manifestation.
I often think that maybe He gave me that
experience to teach me compassion for
12

people who spend their life worshiping
wealth. Also I had long harbored a contempt for those who were pursuing the
materialistic life and perhaps as a reaction to that type of critical mentality I
was made to experience in a very intimate
way the type of suffering such souls must
endure. It becomes clear at such times
that the only joy and peace in life exists
in the hearts of those who have a very
sincere compassion for all souls ensnared
in the Creation, for we are all children of
the same Father. It there is anyone or
anything we are critical of, it only means
that we have not understood how much
suffering the souls endure in this Creation at the hands of the Negative Power.
That criticism becomes a very powerful
form of meditation and instead of getting lost in the Master's Remembrance
we get lost in criticism and this means
that we eventually end up doing these
negative things in such a way that such
feelings will be burned out of our hearts
forever. So when such experiences come
to us it is often the greatest Grace He can
have upon us, for at such times the seeds
of humility begin to grow and our heart
begins to have genuine appreciation for
the lives of others.
So these two experiences played a major role in developing a deeper understanding about the Program in Bombay.
I think many people pass through various difficult experiences before coming
into the physical Presence of the Master,
so that one's gratitude for sitting in His
cool and healing Presence might be greatly intensified. Gratitude is a powerful,
powerful force, and I think that one day
He will create within us all such an appreciation for the Infinite Love which He
is that we will be glad to undergo whatever is required so that we may live in His
Love for Eternity.
About a week prior to Sant Ji's scheduled arrival in Bombay, a few of us arS A N T BANI

rived to help with preparations for His
visit. We were joined a few days later by
a few other very loving souls from the
West and at that point we began a very
blessed seva session that was a manifestation of His Grace on our souls.
Totally unexpectedly the major portion of the cleanup seva fell into the
hands of a small Western Sangat assembled at Rambag Hall-the same place
where Sant Ji stayed last year and where
Master Kirpal Singh Ji used to stay when
He visited Bombay. Prior to coming to
India we had been assured that there
would be many Indian sevadars to take
care of all arrangements at the Hall, but
due to last-minute difficulties caused by
the Negative Power, only a few very dedicated and loving Indian sevadars showed
up-so by His kindness, we were given
the sacred opportunity to clean up a Hall
that was, in a word, filthy. Preparations
for the comfortable stay for eighty Westerners and thirty-five Delhi Satsangis
needed to be made; a Iangar for the
Westerners created; the meditation hall
and Sant Ji's room made beautiful, etc.
etc. The spontaneous outpouring of loving cooperation, kindness, and understanding was awesome to behold. I was
in the external role of being a general
manager and I know for a fact that if
Sant Ji had not showered a lot of Grace
on us and touched the hearts of those
present with the miracle of His sweet
love, the program would have been an
utter disaster.
As it was we made many many mistakes, and inconveniences to those in attendance was definitely present, but the
wonderful harmony that He allowed us
to have was one of the most incredible
things that I have ever borne witness to.
It is a very significant revelation of how
much He loves us and wants us to love
each other in His Remembrance. He
lifted our hearts to such a sweet place
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that many inexcusable mistakes were
overlooked. Such is the Power of the
Master.
The same spirit of harmony and cooperation was vividly manifested on Sant
Ji's 1980 Tour to the West; I guess it just
seemed so special because we were totally
out of our normal physical environment,
in the middle of a big Indian city, and in
rather shabby quarters by American
standards. But due to His Divine Consciousness it became the most precious
Palace of Love. The Truth that "everything is holy where devotion kneels" was
revealed to our hearts in a very deep
sense. I know from my limited understanding that this one experience alone
would have made my life worthwhile. I
think the greatest joy for me was feeling
so much like a little child in the loving
company of His other dear children.
And so, on Thursday, January 15,
1981, Sant Ji came with all His love to
Bombay. Just the day before, a group of
fourteen more people had joined the
twelve of us that were already there, and
Sant Ji brought with Him another forty
dear souls from Delhi. Added to this was
a group of thirty-five Indian Satsangis
who had also come the day before from
Delhi, so with His arrival the Hall became quite full. The next day the Italian
and Maltese devotees came and we were
full to capacity.
During those first two days He extended His full Mercy in allowing us to
get some semblance of a program together that would allow everyone to
derive full benefit from their stay. There
was one meditation hall that was the
primary focus of all our activities and He
helped us all see that discipline and loving cooperation were absolutely vital to
accomplish the spiritual purpose for
which the Program was being held.
Many individual comforts had to be
sacrificed for the benefit of all. There
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were six t o seven people staying in each
small room. The single men all had to
stay on a n outside veranda covered with
a canopy and in short the external living
conditions were very crowded.
From 3 t o 6 a.m. people meditated in
their rooms or in the meditation hall. A t
6:15 a.m. we all came together as a
spiritual community to begin our day in
the Sweet Remembrance of the Master
by singing one of the beautiful bhajans
which Baba Somanath Ji wrote. I shall
never understand the mystery behind this
fact, but Baba Ji's living presence and
the power of His mission was very powerfully revealed during the program, and
it was through the agency of His bhajans
that many people experienced the love
that Baba Ji had so graciously showered
on souls in this world.
After the Bhajan session tea was served
and then people returned t o the meditation hall for the morning meditation with
Sant Ji. These were, as they always are,
very powerful sessions with the Master,
and they were followed by the singing of
a bhajan in His Presence.
Meanwhile all the wonderful breakfast
foods were placed on a table with all the
steel thalis (plates), glasses, etc., so that
when Sant Ji came out from the meditation H e could make the meal as Prasad.
Every day H e lovingly did this.
Then, as soon as H e went to His room
everyone would come out of the meditation hall and a loving group of sevadars
would quickly set up the langar in the
traditional Indian fashion. The rugs were
folded u p in long rows and placed along
the walls and a double row up the center
of the room. Then the thalis, cups, etc.,
were placed on the floor and all the dear
ones came back in and sat on the floor
before the plates. Then once again, to
center our attention on His Light and
Love, we would sing another bhajan as
the food was being quietly served by the

sevadars. When the bhajan was finished
we all sat and ate the blessed Prasad of
the Master in quiet reverence for the love
He was showering upon us on every level.
After the Sangat was served, the Hall
was once again cleaned, the rugs spread
out, and made ready for the 1 1 a.m. darshan with Sant Ji.
Meanwhile, there were other sevas going on between 9:30 and 11 a.m. Bathrooms were cleaned, floors scrubbed,
clothes washed, food preparations made
for lunch; and all this was done in
cramped quarters with such loving feelings. Everyone who wanted t o had the
opportunity t o participate in one seva or
another.
There was a nice langar set up so that
digestible foods could be prepared for
the Westerners and that seva was also
engaged in with a lot of love and devotion and it made the food delicious.
A t 11 a.m. Sant Ji came once again for
a special darshan for the Westerners.
Before that time, between 9:30 and 11
a.m., H e was busy in giving darshan for
the Indian devotees. H e was so happy
there. H e was able t o give and give and
give because people could be with Him in
a fairly disciplined environment. The
western Sangat maintained a very respectful love for the Master and nobody
pressed themselves on Him at the expense of the rest. It seemed that H e
wanted to bestow spiritual treasures on
us as a single unit and this H e was able t o
do, because n o one was involved in individually trying to grab His attention
for themselves. I thought that this atmosphere of reverent love for the Master
was a true sign of the work that H e has
been doing with us as a spiritual family.
It is such a happy and peaceful feeling
when the competition among Satsangis
dies down and we can all have such respect for each other as souls that we can
sit quietly and receive His love without
S A N T BANI

ABOVE: Satsang in Bombay. LEF7
Baba Somanath Ji Maharaj
brother disciple of Master Kirpal
whose Bornbay sangat has loving!
invited Sant Ji to visit them an
nually. Baba Ji left the body id
1976; this picture was taken Ion,
ago. OPPOSITE: Sant Ji with Datni
Shinkar, beloved disciple of Bab,
Somanath, who has worked selJ
lessly and tirelessly to bring Sant J
to Bombay.

trying t o prove to each other what great
devotees we are. That such a thing is happening is to me an indication that Sant
Mat teachings are maturing in the West.
This also allows Him to shower the Grace
in the form that H e wants to rather than
according t o our individual desires. Baba
Ji used t o say that the point in coming int o the Presence of the Master is not to be
big and important Satsangis. H e said that
there is nothing in pushing to the front
and sitting ahead of everyone else. The
point of coming into His Company is t o
come in contact with that subtle Power
of Shabd within and behind the two eyes
which is the internal form of the Master.
If we come into the Satsang and think
that we are showing the devotees we are
prominent Satsangis by pushing t o the
front, then it shows that we have no idea
of who the Master is. H e said that such
competition among the Satsangis was
not a good thing and that those who had
understood would be happy t o sit anywhere in the Sangat and lovingly have
His darshan by making the mind still. So
it was a great blessing t o be part of a
group of devotees that had this understanding in their hearts. When such a n
appreciation of the subtle aspects of His
love exists in the hearts of the devotees,
His Grace can move out to the Sangat in
gentle waves of radiance and peace.
The 11 a.m. darshan was for all of us a
very charged occasion. Three days of
these sessions was taken up with the Ratna Sagar ("Ocean of Jewels") by Tulsi
Sahib. This is a rare work of profound
spiritual import in which many mysteries
of the Creation, the Negative Power, the
suffering of the jivas and the mission of
the Saints are openly explained. It was a
rare spiritual treat t o sit in the company
of the One Who has had intimate experience of every aspect of these mysteries, and hear Him share these truths
with us. These sessions lasted until 12

noon and then H e would put everyone
into meditation before returning to His
room.
While the Sangat was meditating, quiet
preparation was made for lunch. All the
food, plates, etc. were again placed outside the Hall on tables so that when the
meditation was over we could quickly set
up the langar again. As soon as the
meditation was over again the langar was
quietly set up and a bhajan sung while
the food was being served.
On the first day that food was served
in this way, Sant Ji came and sat while
the bhajan was being sung. H e was radiant and happy (what else can one say
about Him?). H e gave a short talk in
which H e said that the way we were
eating together sitting on the floor, was
the traditional Indian way, and that in
the days of Kabir the Indian thalis
(plates) were not readily available so the
Sangat used t o sit o n the ground and lovingly eat the food using their hands as the
plates. H e said that only in the times of
Swami Ji did the use of plates come into
existence, and that was continued by
Baba Sawan Singh Ji at Beas. H e said
that we all looked very beautiful sitting
there with the plates, food and all, and
H e was happy t o see us sitting together
like that. Then H e dropped an unexpected little bomb that made us make
some quick adjustments in our dishwashing arrangements. Up to that point we
had intended to collect all the dirty dishes
as a unit and have a group of sevadars
wash them, but in His talk H e said that if
others were allowed to wash our plates
then they would get the benefit of our
meditation. Fortunately there was someone there who had experience in that seva
and they lovingly took upon themselves
the responsibility for arranging tables
and basins for everyone to d o their own
washing. There were countless incidents
like this. Something would come up and
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without any hesitation whatsoever people would take upon themselves the
responsibility to do certain functions
that needed to get done. It was an incredibly unified effort and such incidents
bring honor and glory to the Master in
this world.
Again when the afternoon meal was
completed, the Hall was cleaned, mopped,
and the rugs set out for the 3:30 p.m.
program. This was another bhajan session in which one of Baba Ji's bhajans
was sung and this was followed by the
English translation of one of His Hindi
Satsangs. This was an especially powerful occasion for me because I was permitted to do that translation and the loving
atmosphere created by the receptive
hearts of all those present created a very
powerful remembrance of Baba Ji in my
heart. I have never experienced His Living Presence so much as at that time. Aithough the translations were very unpolished still, by some miracle, a tiny
particle of the impact of His Satsang was
conveyed. Baba Ji's Satsangs were very
concise. He put words together in such a
powerful way that they came out as
charged bolts of divine energy. He had
the ability to get to the root of spiritual
matters in a very few words and He was
able to clearly create in the hearts of His
devotees a penetrating understanding of
the most sublime spiritual precepts. His
Bombay Sangat consisted of souls who
had been with Him for twenty to forty
years, and so He used to deal with various spiritual topics in great depth but in
such a way that even the simplest person
could understand them. Many people
later told me how precious these Satsangs were to them and I too had to confess that because of the great love present
at that time in the hearts of those present,
I felt that I was hearing the Satsangs for
the first time.
Satsang was finished at 4:30 and then
20

an hour meditation was held.
Meanwhile Sant Ji was commencing
His afternoon darshan sessions with the
Indians from four to five. His energy was
simply inexhaustible and it became apparent that the Master's real food was
love. Of course He is not dependent
upon our love at all, because He has all
and everything from Master Kirpal; but
His love is drawn out automatically
when we love Him.
After the meditation the evening snack
was served, and shortly after that people
proceeded downstairs to the outdoor
Satsang Hall for the major Satsang of
the day where Indians and Westerners all
came together as a single unit.
In the traditional south Indian style
the Master's dais was made most beautiful by a beautifully red rose embroidered
white cotton cloth. Beautifully fragrant
Indian flowers also bedecked His seat
and a solid blue cloth served as a backdrop for His immaculately beautiful
purity and radiance.
Sant Ji was the essence of Balance and
Grace. Every single aspect of what He
was doing at that time was absolutely
perfect. Each movement He made appeared to be a rnudra of deep spiritual
impact. His banis were charged with the
nectar flowing from the Absolute Reality
and His eyes were overflowing with that
Purity, Light and Innocence that is the
token of the true Godman. Every aspect
of His Being is spontaneous and natural
as He rests In the unfathomable peace of
His Master's Love
The Sangat appears to me now as a
very real part of the Master's body. We
are all very much a part of each other in
His Love. We all have a very special obligation to each other as His devotees and
that is to do our best to purify our lives so
that we each, in some way, reflect the
Glory of the Master Who has so graciously given us the gift of Life. It is in the
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Sangat that we can learn many profound
spiritual lessons and if we love each other
as souls traveling on the same path to
God then we can create such an atmosphere of love and trust between ourselves that can help us all reach that pure
and exalted and ever free Love that absolutely transcends this illusion of being
separated beings. It is really the only
thing to live for. He has given us a noble
vision of the purpose of life and He does
not want us to have anything less than
the very best He can give us: the Supreme
Vision and Experience of the Truth that
we are all part of.
If we are understanding that responsibility as a most joyful one, and not as
some burden that we have to endure,
then we can deal with our own personal
difficulties in a happy way. One thing He
made me clearly see this time is that real
spiritual friends are truly great gifts from
the Master. Friends in this sense means
those people who have lovingly imprinted
the Master's Teachings in their hearts
and are prepared to follow them to the
best of their ability despite the personal
desires for gratification and enjoyment
of the worldly pleasures. That does not
imply coldness and closed-heartedness
towards one another. It is the exact opposite. Warmth, kindness, and gentleness is the mark of those who are striving
to live in His Will. It is no joke to
sacrifice the desires of one's lower mind
for the Master. In actuality only He can
work that miracle, but from our side
there must be an all-out effort to appreciate and understand what He is trying to tell us. Then there must be a desire
to live up to it, and in that process we
may naturally make many mistakes, but
that true desire to please Him will eventually become the saviour of our life.
There are many tests and temptations
which we all must face, but with the help
of true friends and a sincere desire to
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awaken to that love which is our real
essence, we can slowly become disentangled from the illusions and passions
which rule our lives. On that road the
cheerful smile of someone else who is trying to love Him can go a very long way in
lightening the burden that sometimes
seems difficult to endure. A gentle word
can be a soothing balm to a sorrow-filled
heart. In fact I have seen this: that when I
am going through the most difficult
times, that is the exact moment when it is
important to be kind and loving towards
others. Sometimes it is very difficult to
do this but this simple act of transcending one's own sorrow to appreciate the
plight of another soul, may go a very
long way toward bringing His Presence
immediately into one's life. He definitely
does not want us to get lost in self-pity no
matter how desperate our condition may
seem. His is the Path of affirmation of
the Presence of the Master within; He
has repeatedly told us that the Master
Power is much greater than any negative
energy, and that we should have faith in
that Power and continually submit our
every care and worry to it so that we may
become carefree.
Also notable in Bombay is the quiet
love and support that existed between the
Eastern and Western Sangats of the Master. There was not much interaction between the Sangats, but there was an
unspoken understanding and knowledge
of the single purpose for which we had
come together in His company. I had
quite a bit of interaction with the Indian
Sangat as I was in the position of helping
coordinate the food programs etc., and I
know how sweetly they were serving.
Slowly, Sant Ji is drawing the devoted initiates of Baba Ji to Him and He is as well
creating His own Sangat in Bombay.
Sant Ji gave a very meaningful talk to
us at the end of the program. He made us
vividly aware that those of us who had

gotten the chance to d o the physical seva
had gotten the easy work, and that we
were deeply indebted to all those souls
who had lovingly done the meditation
and followed the schedule. H e said that in
His life H e had practically done the
meditation, that H e knows the value of
meditation, and without meditation
nothing can be accomplished. And it really moved my heart to hear Him say these
things because I could see that without the
tremendous love and sweetness being

generated through the meditation of His
loving children this soul would have done
nothing right and everything wrong. All
the other dear sevadars who served have
the same feeling in their hearts.
In that love and remembrance may
Sant Ji's work in Bombay and all places
continue to flourish and may we all
become good and encouraging examples
to each other and may we inspire each
other to reach that high, free and pure
love which is the glory of the Saints.

Satsang Directory Corrections
UNITED STATES
CALIFORNIA
Monte Rio: Sundays, med. 7 a.m., Satsang 8 a.m., Contact Neil & Mira Tessler, P.O. Box 12,
Monte Rio, CA 95462. Tel: (707) 865-2094 or Paul & Alehea Young, 17925 Coleman
Valley Rd., Occidental, CA 95465. Tel: (707) 874-3697.
Sacramento: Sundays, med. 8 a.m., Satsang 9 a.m., 2652 Carmichael Way, #6, Carmichael.
Tel: (916) 482-6256. Thelma Frye, 8941 Custer Ave., Orangevale, CA 94662. Tel: (916)
966-5747. Call first.
Sebastopol: Fridays, med. 7 p.m., Satsang 8 p.m., 7736 Elphick Rd., Donald Macken, 735
Robinson Rd., Sebastopol, CA 95472. (707) 823-8982.
ILLINOIS
Champaign: Sundays, med. 8 a.m., Satsang 9 a.m., 608 E. Stoughton Street, Orazio Spadaro,
(same address), Champaign, IL 61820. Tel: (217) 352-9466.
Glen Ellyn: 1st & 3rd Friday evenings, 205 Traver Ave., Glen Ellyn, IL 60137. Contact Larry &
Judy Zimmerman, (same address). Tel: (3 12) 858-7313.
NORTH CAROLINA
Pittsboro: (Chatham County, near Durham) Sundays, med. 8 a.m., Satsang 9 a.m., Cash
residence, Ted & Juliana Cash, Rte. 3, Box 249, Durham, NC 27713. Tel: (919) 544-2600.
WASHINGTON

Seattle: Wednesday night, med. 6: 30 p.m., Satsang 7:30 p.m., (Perkins residence), 52 18 Woodlawn Ave. North; Sunday mornings, med. 8:00 a.m., Satsang 9:00 a.m. (Garzona
residence), 1443 Palm Ave. S.W.; Helen A. Perkins, 5218 Woodlawn Ave. North, Seattle,
WA 98103. Tel: (206) 634-3442.

CANADA
BRITISH COLUMBIA
Victoria: Sundays, med. 7 a.m., Satsang 8 a.m., 205 Cook Street, Ron Wallach, (same address)
Victoria B.C. V8V 3x2. Tel: (604) 384-4244.
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The Ripening of the Fruit
Sant Ajaib Singh Ji
that many
I magazinesseen
and I want to ask Master
HAVEN'T

SANTBANI d o the meditation at the later time. S o
you should go to bed by nine or ten
about when we do meditation-the three o'clock and get u p at three o'clock. After
to six meditation-sometimes I have a that, in the afternoons, after taking
temptation after the meditation to go lunch, you should rest so that your food
back to sleep for maybe 20 or 30 minutes. is well digested and you may not have
Is there a lot lost of the meditation from any difficulty sitting in the afternoon.
going back to sleep after you've finished
Master, I heard a story that Baba
meditation?
Sawan Singh left his body early because a
This is a trick of the mind. If you go to lot of the disciples had spent a lot of time
bed on time in the evening-say, nine or asking foolish questions during their inten o'clock in the evening-then by three terviews. And that His life would have
o'clock you have taken enough rest. been extended by many years by refrainWhat happened in the beginning when ing from asking worldly questions. Durthe Westerners started coming here, half ing the interview, is there any type of
of them, no doubt, used to get up at three question that might be best not to ask
o'clock. They would meditate until 4:30, and might help to avoid this problem for
or even u p to six o'clock and after that your own physical body?
they would think about going t o bed for
In the earlier magazines a lot has been
20 or 30 minutes-just to stretch out. But said regarding this; you should read
their mind would play a trick on them them. These are the things that affect the
and they would sleep so much that they Masters: when the disciples stop doing
had to postpone the other meditationtheir meditations and start doing the bad
the hour from seven t o eight. That is why deeds and they develop a lot of bad karwe told them, "You should not d o that."
mas. After that, when they have to suffer
If you go to bed by nine or ten o'clock, from the reactions of those bad karmas,
then by three o'clock you would have then they pray to the Master for relief
slept five or six hours and that is enough from suffering the reactions; in which
for good health. If you have slept that case Master has to help them.
much time, you should not have any difSatguru Sawan used to say that the
ficulty in getting up a t three o'clock and Negative Power doesn't give any concesmeditating until six o'clock. If after that sion, not even for one little karma. All
your mind wants you t o sleep, then you the karmas which are done on this
should not be fooled by it, because the physical plane must be paid off. It
mind will deceive you and will not let you doesn't matter who pays it. Either the
Master has to pay off that karma, or 'he
This darshan session took place on
disciple has to pay off. So that is why
October 6, 1980, at Sant Bani Ashram,
when the disciples d o not meditate and
Rajasthan.
start doing the bad deeds, after that
24
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when they have to suffer the reactions
from those bad deeds, and when they
pray t o the Master, Master is very
gracious and helps them in paying off
those karmas. H e takes some karmas on
His body-He bears the pain on His
body-and H e cuts off some karmas by
His gracious sight. S o when people tell
Him about their problems, about their
sufferings, then Master cannot help but
to shower grace on them. In that way he
has to suffer a lot on His body-otherwise there is no other reason for Master's
sickness. Masters are free from the
sicknesses; They d o not have t o pay off
any karmas and They d o not have any
disease or anything like that. If we see
that the Masters are sick or that They are
paying off any karmas, it is because They
are paying off the karmas of Their
disciples. They don't have anything of
Their own. They are doing that only for
the sake of the disciples. Sometimes it
happens that the disciple whose karmas
the Master is paying for is sitting right
next t o Him, but still he doesn't know
whose karmas the Master is paying. H e
may even feel bad and his faith may be
shaken by seeing the condition of the
Master, if Master is sick. H e may think,
"What type of Master is He, when H e
also has to go through sickness?" H e
doesn't know that Master is paying off
his karmas, but Masters are very seriousminded. They never say that They have
taken this karma of that person and They
always hide the secrets of the people.
They d o not say, "We have done this
favor for you."
There is no harm in asking questions
from the Masters. Masters give the answers t o all the questions with all satisfaction and They always want to satisfy
the disciples. But the disciples should d o
their meditation because meditation is
the only thing which can ease the burden
of the Masters. The disciples should not
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become a burden on the Master, and they
should d o their daily meditation.
Daily meditation is like ripening of the
fruit. After the fruit is ripe and when the
fruit falls down from the tree, the tree
has no pain and the fruit has no loss. The
fruit is very delicious and tasty and the
tree also feels n o loss. But if the fruit is
not ripe and you cut it, then the tree will
feel pain and the fruit will not be tasty.
Our daily meditation is like the ripening
of the fruit. After we become perfect we
d o not become a burden o n the Master
and Master does not feel any loss, because if we have perfected ourselves in
the meditation, then there is n o question
of becoming a burden o n the Master.
This is a fact, that when any disciple
does any bad deed the Negative Power
asks the Master, "Look a t this soul. Is
this a soul whom you initiated?" When
the disciple is doing any bad deeds, then
Master is taunted by the Negative Power.
Negative Power tells the Satguru, "You
take your gracious gift back from him
because he is not fit t o get the initiation
into Naam." But Master is very patient
and H e comes in this world with a very
big heart. H e says "No, don't bother, he
is going t o be very pure, he will go t o
Sach Khand and he's going t o be a very
good man."
When Master gives the initiation H e
makes n o mistake and H e has given the
initiation having a great deal of faith and
with a lot of determination that such a
soul will definitely get back t o Sach
Khand.
Until the disciple's eyes are opened, he
does not know who is helping him, and
who is watching him. H e does not even
know that Master is always with him,
and is watching his every single actioneven the thoughts are being watched by
the Master. But when the eyes of the disciple are opened, then he always sees the
Master with him and he knows that Mas-
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ter is watching his every single action and
thought. After that, he doesn't d o any
bad deed.
If there is anything lying about and if a
little boy of five years old is watching
that thing, we d o not dare to steal it
because we know someone is watching
over it. If we steal it we would be blamed
and we would be caught. But the pity is
that we are not even afraid of the Almighty Lord like we are afraid of that
five-year-old. We already know that it is
true that God always watches our every
single thought and action. Still, we are
not afraid of Him as much as we are
afraid of that five-year-old boy.

When once Master leaves the body and
the next Master comes, which one takes
on the karmas that the disciples are still
creating?
After the Master who has given the initiation has left, His successor who
works in His place takes on the karma.
But we should always contemplate the
Master who has given us initiation. If we
have real love for the successor and if we
love Him dearly, then H e will help us in
every possible way. H e will help us exactly like our Master was helping us. Outwardly and inwardly H e will help us. If
we love Him with our true heart, then we
will have no doubt that both our Master
and His successor are one and the same
power. W e will feel the same fragrance
coming out from the successor as we
were feeling from the Master, we will see
the same form, we will see the same
thing. We will never have any thought that
the successor of the Master is different
from the Master. The Light is the same,
the practices are the same, only the bodies
have been changed.
Sunder Das, an initiate of Baba Sawan
Singh Ji, used to live with me. H e lived
with me for a long time. After Sawan
Singh left, he had faith in Master Kirpal.
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So when he left the body, Master Kirpal
came to take him, Master Sawan came to
take him, and also Baba Jaimal came to
take him. The three powers were there to
receive his soul.
Six months before he left the body, he
told me that after he left the body we
should not give any food or anything to
anybody-whatever we want to d o after
his death, we should d o it while he was
still in the body. So we gave a big feast
to all the Satsangis who were there; we
made very good food for the people.
After that, when I was going to Delhi, he
told me that I should bring the clothes
which he would wear after he would
leave the body. So I brought the clothes
for him beforehand; I gave them to him
and he always kept them on his back.
The day before he left the body he told
me, "Now the call has come from the
court of the Lord and now I'm ready to
go."
Sunder Das had one sister and she was
very old and she had a lot of pain and
suffering also-physically she was very
sick. Sunder Das said, "If Master can
shower grace on her and she can go with
me, it will be very good." As soon as that
lady heard that, she at once got up and
using her cane, she left that room because she was afraid of death. I asked
Sunder Das, "Is your sister ready? If
you think that she is ready to go, then
you should stop her." But she was not
ready, she was not stopped, and she left
the room. After a couple o f hours he
said, "The time is really u p and now I
have to go." Then we made halva. In the
Sikh tradition if you don't want to
mourn over anybody's death and if we
know that the person is dying peacefully
and with all his pleasure, then we d o not
need to mourn over his death. Then we
make halva prashad, and we distribute
that. S o we did that and when he was just
going t o leave the body I went near and I
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asked him, "Sunder Das, d o you have
any desire? Do you want to say anything?" H e said, "No, I don't have any
desire, 1 don't have anything to say, but I
want to tell you one thing-that I had
this desire that at the time of my death
the Satgurus should give me Their Darshan and now 1 am seeing all the three
powers. They are already with me and I
am going with Them peacefully."
After H e left the body, his sister came
in the room and she started weeping. She
got hold of the hand of Sunder Das and
said, "Oh brother, why didn't you take
me with you, you should have maintained
the religion of brotherhood." I said,
"He maintained his religion, he wanted
you to go with him to the court of the
Lord, but you were not ready. Now you
should not weep when he has left." After
Sunder Das left the body, we cleaned his
body u p and we dressed him in white
clothes. His body was looking somewhat
like Baba Sawan Singh's body. H e had a
sharp nose like Baba Sawan Singh had,
he had almost the same eyes and same
long face. After we made him wear the
white clothes we made him sit in the
cross-legged position. T o those who had
the privilege of seeing Baba Sawan
Singh, we told them, "You can look at
him and see if there is any difference between Baba Sawan Singh and Sunder
Das."
The meaning of this story is that if the
disciple does the meditation he knows
long before he has to leave the body
when he is going t o leave. H e doesn't
have any complaints and he always reports before leaving that the Master has
come and he is going back t o his real
home. If the non-Satsangis are present at
the place where a Satsangi is leaving the
body, then even when the Masters come
there, he will not be able t o say anything.
H e will not say that the Masters have
come. But if there are no non-Satsangis
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there, then definitely he will say that the
Masters have come t o take him. Masters
always keep their word, they keep their
promise and they always come t o take
the souls at the time of death. When they
give the initiation, they are determined t o
take the souls back to Sach Khand.
When the disciple leaves the body it is
in the hands of the Master to decide
about the birth and death of the disciple.
It is up to the Master to decide whether t o
keep that soul in the higher planes and
make his soul pure or if he should be
given one more birth. Everything is in the
hands of the Master and H e Himself
decides what t o d o with the soul.
If you sing the praise of the Master and
if you go on talking about the grace of
the Master, then we can make many books
on this subject. There is no way that the
soul can describe the grace of the Master.
Master definitely showers grace on those
to whom he has given initiation, but if
there is anyone who is not initiated in the
family, Master showers grace on them
and he takes care of them also.
My father didn't have Naam initiation
and he always used t o taunt me, "I will
see when your devotion will liberate
me." H e used to say, "Because you
don't d o any worldly work and always
keep your eyes closed and sit in the
meditation, we will see when your devotion will d o anything for us." H e never
used to believe in what I was doing and
he always opposed it. But when his end
time came, three days before he left the
body, he started saying that both Masters Sawan and Kirpal had come there
and that both were there t o take his soul
up. Then he started caressing me and
said, "Today I know that your devotion
was worthwhile and because of your devotion I a m also getting liberation."
In the earlier days, when this was being
made into an Ashram, the door was on
the other side. It was not where it is now,
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it was on the other side. Once Bachan
Singh, the person who distributes food in
the langar, came in between the wall and
the tractor. H e fell on the ground and he
thought that all his lower parts were
smashed and that he was going to die. He
started praying and weeping, "Master,
don't take me to the hospital, take me to
your home." I came down and put my
hand on his head and said, "My Master
is very gracious; H e will not let you die at
this moment because you still have to d o
a lot of seva." All those who saw this
said there was n o hope that he would survive; he would definitely die. But nothing happened t o him and now you can see
him still working and functioning very
well. H e is doing a lot of seva now also.
In the same way, when this room was
made, I told people that n o one should
sleep in this room because we had just
made the roof and we were not sure
whether it was made right or not. S o we
told people that they should not sleep in
here. But this old man, Bhag Singh who
sits by the door, took his bed and slept in
that room. At five o'clock in the morning when he was still in the room, all the
walls and the roof collapsed and he was
under all the bricks and everything. But
Kirpal's grace was s o strong, not even the
lamp that was there-the glass of the
lamp-was broken. Even the bed and
Bhag Singh-all were saved and nobody
was hurt. People thought that the person
who was sleeping in this room would
have definitely died because everything
was on him. Before he would come here
just once in a while, but after that incident happened he thought, "I was almost dead, but it was only the grace of

the Master which has saved me, so why
not spend all the rest of my life in the service of the Saints." Before that he used
to eat a lot of opium and he gave that up
and he stays always at the ashram. Now
also, he is always sitting by the door and
he does a lot of seva here.
When he decided to live here permanently his family members came and told
him to go back to his home. But he said,
"No, I a m dead from the sight of the
world and the Master has saved me with
His grace. That is why I want to spend
the rest of my life in the service of the
Master."
You know how big and heavy these
mud walls are, s o when all the walls and
the roof collapsed it would weigh
thousands of pounds. When Babu Ji,
who used to live here, came and told me
that Bhag Singh was under all the bricks,
the roof and walls, I was drinking tea and
I told him, "Wait, let me first drink
tea." Patiently I finished my tea because
I was sure with Kirpal's grace, nothing
wrong was going to happen. After I
drank the tea, I went and we removed the
bricks and everything and we found that
Bhag Singh didn't have even a single
scratch on him. 1 cannot describe the
grace of my beloved Master. 1 have seen
many examples of his grace and I cannot
describe His glory and grace in fulfillment. S o we should always have faith in
the Satguru Power, because the Satguru
Power always thinks of betterment of the
disciple. H e is the only one w h o can help
us at the place where nobody can help us
and even in the place where we have to go
through a lot of difficulty. Satguru is the
only one who can help us.

SANT R A N I

Maker of Beautiful Boats
LAN1 MUELRATH

"Just to see Thy face again, I once
more took the physical form. Thy
face draws my heart out with its
beauty. Just to see that reflection of
God I came again to this world;
otherwise, what reason was there to
come? . . . Those years are the best
of my life which are spent in remembrance of thee; otherwise what was
the use of coming beneath this blue
sky? What is there in the world for
me? 0 Satguru, when I forget thee
those moments are like death."
r r F ONLY our contact with the Light
and Sound counts in the court of the
Lord," a dear one asked Sant Ji one
evening, "what about all the effort
before actual contact?" His answer, unpredictable as always, perfect as always,
was that the satsangis are always getting
the benefit of the Light and Sound; it's
just that their attention isn't on it. This
thought bathed me in gratefulness, as
with each passing second of my stay in
India I was being given increasing awareness of my nothingness. One morning in
Bombay I wearily asked C. what she
thought was the attitude to take when
you had been up sitting for five hours
and had an actual thirty seconds or so of
meditation. She answered, just to realize
that we are totally incapable of anything,
without His Grace we can't meditatewe can't do anything, He is the meditation, all we can do is what He has told us
so that He can fill us with His Grace.
I had no expectations or anticipations
about my journey to the saint in the months
before I left-other than to contemplate
the profundity of being in His Presence,
which we always are-and came away
bestowed with overabundant wealth. His
Love, everflowing, drenched and soaked
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us. Some afternoons at Satsang as we sat
there at His feet under His Loving
Glance I felt as if all our belts were popping and our eyes glazed, after a sumptuous feast of the soul.
I absolutely fell in love with Him
there. I told Him this, and He said that
was very good because even if you can't
meditate (I thought I was!) the love you
have for the saints will help you in the
end. He kept showing me how this is, as
Kirpal always said and I never learn, a
path of love. Every morning, every afternoon, when we sat with Him, He told us
to sit lovingly. In Bombay, Millie told me
to think of Simran as my "silent Bhajan
to the Lord." It is all love. I began to appreciate that Sant Ji doesn't speak English to us because it forces us to learn to
speak in the language of the heart. Loving
cooperation in the group aboundedmiracle after miracle.
Everything He does is Love. One night
He had a box of sweets tied with a bright
ribbon-it was parshad-and He said it
was our Christmas present! I couldn't
believe it, all this and a little present,
too? He was sitting in His chair, in His
black coat, watching Pappu unwrap the
box, which took awhile, and the feeling
that overwhelmed me has no word. Him
having this little present for us and
watching Him give it was the most
precious, personal, touching and heartwrenching experience for me.
"You do not understand who your
Gurudev is. He is the Almighty
Himself who has come down to be
with us in this bag of filth."
-Ajaib Singh
The third night there I was at the very
end of evening darshan line, and to my
deep grief He for some reason left the
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line, as if it were finished, two people
before me, where one fellow was turned
slightly out. H e just started His walk
back to His house and I began weeping
and weeping, mouth and heart agape.
My mind went wild trying to figure it
out. After H e went to His room I went
running out to His garden, swept up a little lost puppy in my arms and cradled it
as I sobbed. I began to realize, then, that
throughout the Satsang H e had talked
about how the Master always does what
is good for the disciple. It was incredible.
My pain and confusion lifted, I became
content in His Love-we are just beggars-and from that day this attitude
blossomed in my heart. We expect His
Love to manifest in a way we think it
should, and we limit by our own stubbornness how His Grace can fill us. The
attitude grew that the outer treatment
didn't matter, and simultaneously my
awareness of His ever present inner Help
grew.
It kept occurring to me that if you really love someone, you want to d o everything to please them. I realized what farreaching implications this has for lovers
of the Master, in terms of meditating and
improving our lives. Everything H e tells
us is for our own betterment and well being, and when, with His Grace, we become halfway in touch with the fact that
H e is always with us, sees everything we
think and d o and actually is our higher
Self, there is no choice in what to do.
Following His loving behests, we draw
closer t o becoming Him.
My heart found absolute delight in being able to see Him and be with Him in
His own outer environment. Once I was
in the garden when H e went out o n a
walk by Himself, and it was very precious to me t o see Him out alone inspecting the mustard field. Another time H e
went out on the tractor. I was way out in
a field when I saw the tractor coming,

and whenever I saw the tractor out 1
always thought of how ~t seemed like
they were out joy-riding. I didn't see
Sant Ji at first, but later realized what a
real joy ride this was!
For three days after my return it seemed
like I didn't stop sharing with my husband about all the gifts He had given me,
and ail the lessons He had taught me, yet
taught mostly without words. Those lessons that just arise from within and you
know it's Him. H e really does know our
condition. H e gives us just what we need
at the right moment, which is everdifficult at the time, ever-perfect in
retrospect. The amazing thing about
these lessons to me was how one could
become so many. A lesson in responsibly
looking after my outer self broadens and
overflows into the area of respectful love
for Him. A lesson in minding my own
business reveals how this one bad habit
can lead to criticism, egoism, vanity, untruthfulness, etc., etc., and at the base of
it is scattered attention. I discovered how
minding my own business in all its manifestations increased my concentration at
least two hundred percent. H e is Bountiful Beauty.
Private times with Him were a treasure. Our relationship with Him is secret
treasure for each of us. How can One be
All for so many? Once when I went in to
see Him a day or two before leaving Rajasthan, my heart was praying for that
ache and longing for the Beloved to remain, because I know it is my only hope.
I was quite distressed about it, and H e
simply placed His hand o n my head while
soothing with words. But the greatest
healing came from His touch. I have
never felt anything like it before. It was
something like warm light honey actually
seeping down, through my skull, pouring
over ears and down my shoulders, and
my face completely melted and my head
became suffused with a warm radiation.
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Before when He has touched me, I don't
remember this. I t was so tangible and real
and such Grace, I cannot express.
The real secret treasure, though, is His
Presence within us. "The hidden life in
the hidden Lord" kept singing inside me.
He brought me to Rajasthan to see Him,
but at the same time showed me mostly
how He is within me, and I don't mean
this in terms of transcendent meditation
experience. Just in terms of Presence. But
what a gift of God to be able to go there.
One sister asked Him if there would be a
time soon when we wouldn't be able to
come to India to see Him. He answered
that we should not worry about this, that
as long as we have the love and yearning
to come, there is nothing that will keep us
away from Him. I thought of how this utterance would gladden the hearts of all
the dear ones.
The morning that we left Rajasthan,
we were all boarded on the bus in the hush
of the morning darkness and eager, silent
anticipation of Him coming on board to
bid us farewell. Finally He came on and
talked to us very lovingly about how in
the world, people share their wealth with
their families, but as we could see, He
does not have the worldly wealth or family, all He has is His spiritual family and
wealth, and He is always thinking of us-it
was so touching-and
then something
about the wealth and benefit we will gain
by having our attention always turned
toward the Master. He was constantly
giving so much, silently, inwardly, that

when He would say such loving things my
heart would just melt. Once in Bombay
He came in to visit us at lunch, as we were
sitting in our Indian-style lines on the
floor. He said He was very happy to see us
eating in the Indian style, asked us if we
liked it ("Yes! "), and said "You people
look very beautiful, and the(si1ver) plates
and glasses increase your beauty!" All
I can surmise is that, as He has said before, all He can see before Him in us is
Kirpal.
And yet, day by day, we were all becoming transformed, outer beauty showing itself as we became fed and filled with
His Love and Light as He worked on making beautiful boats of us. This is the imagery He used one day. He talked about
these boats on the Beas River, some fine
and some poor, and how His boat had a
good Carpenter and no doubt when something is made with much effort, time and
attention there is pain, but still it is
beautiful in the end. He said Kirpal made
a very beautiful boat out of Him.
I liked it better when, different from on
tour where He "leaves" us, we "leave"
Him in India, because, in me, I feel like I
know, then, that He is there, always there
to turn to. And you realize that this is actually inside of you. A friend and I devised
a way of bringing Him ever-present as we
left Bombay and on the trip home, imagining Him peeking out from around corners, waving from the pilot's window,
with His loving, compassionate grin and
sweet wave. And He is there.

NOTICE
The Video Tape Catalogue listing the
Satsang video tapes is now available. The
video tapes can now be purchased. Due
to various difficulties, rental of the tapes
is no longer possible. Please send all in32

quiries to:
AJAIB VIDEO
Graham Gibson
Box 343
Tilton, N.H. 03276
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Sant Ji giving darshan at the langar in Bombay

